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Outline
1) ATLAS ﬁrst measurement of dijet produc-on with a jet veto
2) Jet veto in new physics searches

Dijet produc-on with a jet veto

∆y

•

Measures the frac-on of dijet events that do
not contain an addi-onal jet in the rapidity
region bounded by the dijet system

•

Sensi-ve (in the long term) to BFKL‐dynamics,
wide angle soN‐gluon radia-on, colour singlet
exchange……

•

Star-ng point for veto studies, can be
extended to V+jets and new physics.
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ATLAS performance in 2010

This analysis

•

LHC and ATLAS performance so far has been excellent.
– Currently have ~50pb‐1 of data
– This analysis (from summer) was performed with 190nb‐1
– Updated results could have 100‐fold increase in data in the high transverse
momentum region – ongoing.

Event selec-on

•

Require at least two good an-‐kT jets (R=0.6) with pT>30GeV and rapidity |y|< 4.5.
– This was the ﬁrst ATLAS measurement that used forward jets.

•

Two deﬁni-ons of boundary jets:
– Selec-on A; highest pT jets in the event.
– Selec-on B; most forward and most backward jets in the event.

•

Gap events deﬁned as the subset of events that do not contain an addi-onal jet with pT
above the veto scale (Q0=30GeV).

•

Gap frac-on studied as a func-on of the average transverse momentum of the
boundary jets, pt(avg), and the rapidity separa-on, Δy, of the boundary jets.

Sanity check – inclusive distribu-ons

•

Uncorrected data, but reasonable agreement

Systema-c uncertain-es in the gap‐frac-on

•

•

Typical systema-c uncertain-es for
– pt(avg) distribu-on, with Δy>2 [leN]
– Δy distribu-on, with pt(avg)>60GeV [right].
Largest uncertain-es arise due to rela-ve JES eﬀects and unfolding detector eﬀects
– Very likely to be reduced for updated results with increased data.

Δy distribu-ons at low pT

With more data:
‐ these par-cular plots will not have much extra data (trigger prescale for this jet pT)
‐ but systema-c uncertain-es likely to be reduced at large Δy
‐ will also present Δy distribu-ons for increased pt(avg).

pT distribu-ons at small Δy

With more data:
‐ these par-cular plots will have much more data at large pt(avg) [possibly x100]
‐ will also present pt(avg) distribu-ons for increased Δy.

Summary and outlook

Current results (190nb‐1)
1) First measurement of jet veto physics in dijet events
2) Remarkable agreement with PYTHIA
3) Sta-s-cally limited at large dijet transverse momentum

Updated results (up to 50pb‐1)
1) Larger sta-s-cs allows Δy distribu-on for many slices of pt(avg)
2) Likely to have reduced systema-cs from forward jet energy scale and detector unfolding
3) Addi-onal studies of veto‐scale dependence and in‐gap jet mul-plicity.

Jet vetoes in boosted top events
•
•

•

In Randall‐Sundrum models with all par-cles in the bulk, excita-ons
of the gauge bosons are very promising channels for discovery.
Couplings to light fermions are small, but large coupling to tops which
are produced with p >> m.

•

Raises the obvious ques-on: If any high mass resonance is observed
at the LHC, how do we know its SU3 color representa-on

•

S.Ask, P.Bull, K.Joshi, J.Forshaw, C.Smith, ADP (in preparaLon)

This ques-on has been also studied by Sung in arXiv:
0908.3688, for colour singlet and colour octet
resonances decaying to top quarks:
• Top‐quarks required to have Δη>2
• Consider radia-on up to Q0 in region between jets
• Study cross‐sec-on vs cut on Q0

arXiv:0908.3688
Colour octet
resonance

Colour singlet
resonance

Alterna-ve event selec-on
•

Colour structure examined using Pythia 8, with implementa-on of Kaluza‐Klein photons and
gluons (events parton showered/hadronised/MPI included)
– Mass of each resonance set to 2TeV.
– KK‐gluon couplings chosen to be similar to those in B. Lillie, L. Randall, L.‐T. Wang [JHEP
0709 074 2007].
– KK‐photon mass/width matched to KK‐gluon case (so all diﬀerences are due to colour
structure of events)

•
•
•

John Hopkins top‐tagging algorithm used to iden-fy top‐jets. (Phys.Rev.Leu.101:142001,2008)
Addi-onal jet ﬁnding (An-‐Kt, R=0.6) performed to iden-fy non‐top jets.
Gap‐events iden-ﬁed as those that do not have addi-onal jets in the central pseudo‐rapidity
region (‐1.5<η<1.5) above a veto scale Q0
– No Δy cut on the top‐jets because requiring just two units of rapidity separa-on removes
about 90% of the signal.
– Most sensi-ve region is the central one, the bonus is that this region is also in the tracking
region – can safely forget about jets from pile‐up AND pile‐up in jets.
– Use minimum Q0 of 30 GeV to avoid (most of) the jets from the MPI.

Predic-on: 10x‐1, signal only

•
•
•

Goal: measure the frac-on of events that survive a cut on Q0
The solid curve shows the full MC result aNer analysis cuts (KK‐photon in red, KK‐gluon
in blue).
The error bars represent the sensi-vity for 10x‐1 of data.
– LeN plot is a typical psuedo‐experiment (N events chosen at random)
– Right plot is averaged over 1000 such pseudo‐experiments.

What about the background?
•
•
•

Clearly the di‐top and QCD backgrounds will impact on any such measurement and
aﬀect the sensi-vity
Could take all events in a mass window around the peak, gap‐frac-on then is given by
fmeas= Nsigfsig + Nbkdfbkd – i.e. will be sensi-ve to the number of background events
A beuer way would be to ﬁt the background, then the gap‐frac-on would be sensi-ve
to just √N ﬂuctua-ons

Background eﬀects, 10x‐1

•

All events taken in mass window 1700‐2300 GeV [i.e. no mass ﬁt]

Background eﬀects: 100x‐1

•

All events taken in window between 1700 and 2300 GeV [i.e. no mass ﬁt]

Summary

1) The size of backgrounds mauer, sensi-vity to new physics requires a way to pick out the
signal excess over the background as a func-on of Q0.
2) Equally, requiring the top‐jets to be well separated in rapidity would reduce the
sensi-vity to new physics – requires a new gap‐deﬁni-on
3) Vetoing on high‐pT jets in the central (tracking) region means that the eﬀect of
underlying event and pile‐up is reduced.

